
Scarf „Maritim“ by Birgitt Lenz

„Maritim“ is a beautiful long scarf with a simple knit/purl pattern that is wearable from both 
sides.

SIZES
One Size approx 78 inches x 6 inches (198 cm x 16 cm)

MATERIAL
3 skeins Drops Big Merino, colour 17, navy blue (Colour A)

3 skeins Drops Big Merino, colour 07, jeans blue (Colour B)

US 8 (5 mm) circular needle, 31,5 inches (80 cm)

GAUGE

18 stitches * 22 rows = 4 x 4 inches (10 * 10 cm) after washing as follows (with even stitch 
number)

row 1: knit all stitches

row 2: knit all stitches

row 3: * k1, p1, repeat from *

row 4: * k1, p1, repeat from *

with needle US 8 or any size needed to obtain the gauge.
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Scarf „Maritim“ by Birgitt Lenz

INSTRUCTION

Info – The scarf can be broadened, therefore cast on additional an even number of 
stitches.

Cast on 29 stitches in Colour A and work as follows:

row 1 (Colour A): knit all stitches

row 2 (Colour A): sl1k, knit all stitches

row 3 (Colour B): k1, * k1, p1, repeat from * until 2 stitches left, k2

row 4 (Colour B): sl1k, p1, * k1, p1, repeat from * until 1 stitch left, k1

row 5 (Colour A): knit all stitches

row 6 (Colour A): sl1k, knit all stitches

Repeat row 3 to 6 until to a height from approx 71 inches (180 cm) or to the desired length 
(please note that the merino wool still „grows“ after washing).

Then bind off all stitches in Colour A.

FINISHING

Weave in ends, wash, shape and dry flat – FINISH !!! 

ABBREVIATIONS

p purl

k knit

sl1k slip 1 stitch knitwise
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